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Sum ni a ry

This report presents a general overview of the results of the. Dutch In-Use Compliance
programme for passenger cars over the year 2003. The work in this year was executed
under a contract with the Dutch Ministry of Housing. Spatial Planning and the
Environment for the period 2000-2003. The passenger car in-use compliance
programme basically assesses the emission performance of passenger cars in use,
against the corresponding emissions legislation. The data gathered are additionally used
for the calculation of emission factors and for supporting the Dutch Government on
national and international policy issues.

In 2000 the Euro 3 emission legislation and limits entered into force. In the years 2001
and 2002 the in-use compliance programme therefOre focused on gathering information
on the emission performance of this generation of vehicles. In both years a large
number of Euro 3 and Euro 4 vehicles was tested. Anticipating the 2005 introduction
of the Euro 4 limits, the regular programme of 2003 focused on expanding the emission
database.

Additional to checking under type approval test conditions, further testing was done to
establish real-world emission factors of passenger cars in order to understand the
mechanisms that lead to differences between Type Approval (TA) and real-world
testing. These insights are also important for emission factors modelling purposes. For
this purpose additional tests were executed using two sets of special test cycles:
• N:1otoay traffic situations, using the categorisation from the Dutch Emissions &

Congestion project, in order to extend the existing emission database with Euro 3
data (initially only Euro I and 2 were included).

• General real-world emissions, using the Common Artemis Driving Cycle (CADC),
in order to establish emission data under dynamic circumstances for the purpose of
advanced emission modelling closely linked to other European research work.

In 2002 it was agreed with the Ministry of Housing. Spatial Planning and the
Environment to set up the programme differently in order to be able to fulfil the actual
research needs of the Ministry. As a consequence additional research topics were
addressed in 2003 in several different sub-programmes. These sub-programmes which
were identified in co-operation with the Ministry were the following:
• Emissions of cars with different kinds of automatic transmissions
• Emissions of older cars, the so-called ‘old-timers’
• ‘Ihe emission performance of a car fitted with a 1)iesel Particulate Filter (DPF)
• The emission performance of cars with Petrol Direct Injection

Another sub-programme that was executed in 2003 was the in-use emission
perfbrmance of LPG vehicles. The results of this programme were already described in
the 2003 report entitled in--use compliance programme -- Overview ofAuiomoti’’e LPG
vehicles 1999-2003 “, report no. 03.OR.VM.037.l/HVDB. Therefore no further
attention will be paid to these tests in this report.

I) The Euro 4 limits are a1id from 2005 onan.1s, hut Furo .1 compliant cars (petroli were arcadaai)able from 2001,
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The next table gives an oerview of the vehicles tested in 2003:

Table I Number of vehicle lypes tesied in 2003 per sub-programme

Petrol Diesel LPG

__________

Regular programme 7 2
Automate transmissions 4

-
-

Old-timers 4 2 2
Diesel ParUculate Filter -

-

Petrol Direct Injection 35
-

-

a) I.PG ehicIes crc reported separately
b) also included in the regular programme

Besides the information of in-use emission performance, valuable information is
gathered for supporting policy makers. This is made available through direct
communication with the Ministry as tseli as by means of the output of the Dutch vehicle
emission model VERSIT and some additions to the model. For instance the Dutch
annual traffic emissions are calculated by input based on this model given to RIVM
through the channels of the Dutch “Taakgroep Verkeer”.

Further dissemination is achieved by ‘[NO-Automotive actively taking part in
ARTEMIS workshops and the DACH+NL group. Furthermore, publications have been
made which were presented at the annual Transport and Air Pollution conference.

The main findings and conclusions for the year 2003 were the frdlowing.

For the petrol vehicles tested in the regular programme of 2003 it can he concluded
that they had very low emissions levels, just like in previous years. Most of the vehicles
tested (both Euro 3 and 4) complied with the Euro 4 limits. The Euro 4 vehicles did not
show a significantly different emissions characteristic compared with the Euro 3
vehicles. A considerable proportion of the emissions was produced during the cold start.
Direct injection (DI petrol vehicles appeared to have a higher HC and CO emission
level compared to indirect injected vehicles, although this is not true for all vehicles.
The NO emissions on a cold start can be lower for these vehicles than for a warm start.
The emissions of the Euro 3 diesel vehicles proved to be within the limits. NO
emissions were close to the allowable level, while other emission components achieved
the required levels comfortably. There were, however, insufficient vehicles tested to
draw general conclusions, although the trends seen in recent years seem to continue.
One vehicle tested was fitted with a particle filter; obviously this vehicle had
significantly lower PM emissions than the vehicle without a filter.
The results from additional tests on the real-world testcycles (‘Emissions and
congestion’ cycles and Common Artemis Driving Cycles) were added to the results that
had been gathered in previous years to improve the statistical foundation of the
emission characteristics.
The Dl petrol vehicles were tested fot the first time on these real-world cycles. They
showed higher NO5 emissions on the urban hot and CADC urban cycles (due to lean
operation at low engine speeds compared to indirect injected vehicles. but a reduction
on the CADC highway cycle. For the CADC urban, the HC emissions of the [)l petrol
vehicles were higher, along with the (‘0 on the CADC’ highwa, This type of \ehicle
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has measurable PM emissions that showed a similar trend to that for diesel vehicles
(with the exception of the CADC highway), although the absolute levels (on a mass
basis) were a factor 2 to 5 lower.

For the petrol vehicles equipped with an automatic transmission the HC, CO and NO
emission levels did not show a clear correlation with the application of an automatic
transmission. The automatic vehicles can show better, worse or even equivalent
emissions behaviour compared to manual variants, On a per vehicle basis, handshifting
the automatic vehicles actually resulted in a slight improvement in the emissions
behaviour of the vehicles tested. The largest effect was found on CO2 emissions, All
automatic vehicles, except for one, showed improvements in CO, emissions on the
NEDC cycle compared to the manual ariant. That one vehicle, however, was classified
in a higher inertia class than its manual counterpart, in addition to being a conventional
4-speed transmission, which explains some of the result. If correctly designed, the
automatic variant can provide a net reduction of CO2 emissions, not only on the
homologation cycles but also on real-world cycles. In fact, the improvement appeared
larger on the CADC Road cycle than on the EUDC cycle.
On real-world cycles, the automatic vehicles showed worse emission results on the
highway and road CADC cycles. On other cycles, the results were mixed. In general,
the results on the real-world cycles were not representative for the emission levels on
the UDC and EUDC cycles.

l’he emission results of the ‘Old-Timers’ and Pre- Euro 1 vehicles showed a very
large variation. For the petrol vehicles generally the emissions were typically more than
a factor 20 higher than ne (Euro 3) vehicles. It was observed that in general the state
of maintenance for cars of this age becomes the dominant parameter over the legislative
category that determines the emission level.

The tests performed with the Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) equipped vehicle
sho\ ed the following results.
Due to the high sulphur content of the fuel that was used during the loading phase of the
DPF, a high amount of sulphur was accumulated in the DPF. This was released during
regeneration. As a result the PM measured values were much higher than what was
expected from the Type Approval value for this vehicle. 1 he results obtained are
therefore regarded as a orst case scenario. Nevertheless, hen calculating the
weighted emission results according to Regulation 83, the vehicle still complies ith
the Euro 3, with PM being only 10% of the limit value.
The test procedure as prescribed by Regulation 83 was regarded as very time-
consuming and costly. Three emission tests needed to be performed instead of one, and
the loading phase of the DPF took up a lot of time, due to the required consecutive
driving of operating cycles. For future vehicles it is foreseen that the number of
operating cycles to load the DPF iIl increase because of the larger regeneration
interval. Without the possibility for disabling regeneration, and ithout the co-operation
of the vehicle manufacturer it is a very difficult procedure to execute. Cost and time
consequences are huge in case of setback during the measurements.

The tests on three direct injected petrol vehicles to determine their particle emission
characteristics showed the following results.
A wide variety in direct injected gasoline engine strategies exists. Basically there is
heterogeneous, stratified lean) combustion, and homogeneous lean or stoichiometric
combustion. Heterogeneous combustion is often only applied at lower and moderate
power demands. At higher power demands, the engine switches to homogeneous
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combustion. Generally, during heterogeneous combustion, more particles were
observed than during homogeneous combustion under moderate load conditions.
During high load situations, all technologies operate in the homogeneous mode, either
stoichiometric or rich. In this case high particle counts were seen, This may be caused
by the release of sulphur deposits on the catalyst surface, being released at high
temperature.
The direct injected petrol engines emitted higher particle numbers than indirect injected
petrol engines, hut not as high as direct injected diesel engines, It was measured that on
the NEDC, direct injected petrol engines emit approximately 10% of the particle
number per km of direct injected diesel vehicles. Indirect injected petrol engines again
emit approximately 10% of the particle number per km of direct injected petrol
vehicles.
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Introduction

This report presents a general overview of the results of the Dutch In-Use Compliance
programme for passenger cars over the year 2003. The work in this year was executed
under a contract with the Dutch Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the
Environment for the period 2000-2003. The passenger car in-use compliance
programme basically assesses car emission performance in use, against the
corresponding emissions legislation.

The passenger car in-use compliance programme was started in 1986 in order to obtain
objective relevant data on the environmental performance of the then sold first
generation of “clean” vehicles. These vehicles received a tax incentive based on the
expected environmental benefits, but these benefits still had to he proven in real-world
use. This basic concept of vehicles proving their actual environmental performance in
real-world use, is still utilised in the ongoing programme for the years 2000-2003, hut
with evolving vehicle technology and legislation over the years, the set-up of the in-use
compliance programme has changed also. A major point that has gained importance
over the years is real-world driving conditions during testing. In this respect the
European Type Approval Procedure proves to be insufficiently representative for real-
world driving. 1 herefore next to testing vehicles on the type approval procedure,
additional tests are conducted to gain insight into the real-world emission behaviour of
passenger cars. The data gained from testing have proved to be very useful for emission
modelling purposes. Therefore gathering information on the real-world emission
behaviour of passenger cars has become one of the basic targets of the [)utch in-use
compliance programme.

The basic programme generally consists of testing about 50 different types of vehicles
per year (tested basically in threefold per type). The selection of the vehicles to be
tested is based on the actual sales (in the year before) of certain engine families.
Generally relatively young cars are tested (usually below 35,000 kilometres in the so-
called initial test) in order to check whether the cars that have actually been sold during
the last years meet their emission limits “in use” also. Executing the in-use compliance
programme in this set-up for many executive years now supplies a valuable database on
the emission performance of the Dutch passenger car fleet, In addition to the “initial
vehicles”, vehicles with a higher age and mileage are tested to check whether the
durability of exhaust aftertreatment systems meets the durability requirements.

In 2000 the Euro 3 emission legislation and limits entered into force. In the years 2001
and 2002 the in-use compliance programme therefore focused on gathering information
on the emission performance of this generation of vehicles. In both years a large
number of Euro 3 and Euro 4’ vehicles was tested. Anticipating the 2005 introduction
of the Euro 4 limits, the regular programme of 2003 focused on expanding the emission
database
Additional to checking under type approval test conditions, further testing was done to
establish real-world emission factors of passenger ears in order to understand the
mechanisms that lead to differences between Type Approval (TA) and real-world

‘) the Euro $ 1iniis are valid from 2005 oasards, but Euro 4 compliant cars (petro1 sere alread
asailable from 2001
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testing. ‘These insights are also important for emission factors modelling purposes. For
this purpose additional tests were executed using two sets of special test cycles:
• Motorvay traffic situations, using the categorisation from the Dutch Emissions &

Congestion project, in order to extend the existing emission database with Euro 3
data (initially only Euro I and 2 were included).

• General real-world emissions, using the Common Artemis Driving Cycle (CADC),
in order to establish emission data under dynamic circumstances for the purpose of
advanced emission modelling closely linked to other European research work.

In 2002 it was agreed with the Ministry of Housing. Spatial Planning and the
Environment to set up the programme differently in order to be able to fulfil the actual
research needs of the Ministry. As a consequence additional research topics were
addressed in 2003 in several different sub-programmes. These sub-programmes which
were identified in co-operation with the Ministry were the following:
• Emissions of cars with different kinds of automatic transmissions
• Emissions of older cars, the so-called ‘old-timers1
• ‘I he emission performance ofa car fitted with a Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF)
• The emission performance of cars with Petrol Direct Injection

Another sub-programme that was executed in 2003 was the in-use emission
performance of LPG vehicles. The results of this programme have already been
described in the 2003 report entitled “In-use compliance programme — Overview of
Automoflve LPG vehicles 1999-2003”, report no. 03.OR.VM.037.IIHVDB. Therefore
no further attention will be paid to these tests in this report.

The next table gives an overview of the vehicles tested in 2003:

Table I Number of vehicle types tested in 2003 per sub-programme

Petrol Diesel LPG
Regular programme 7 2 4
Automatic transmssons 4

- -

Old-tmers 4 2 2
Diesel Particulate Filter -

-

JeCt1Ofl
-

a) LPG ehicks ere reported separately
b) also included in the regular programme

Besides the information of in-use emission performance, valuable information is
gathered for supporting policy makers. 1 hs is made available through direct
communication with the Ministry as well as by means oUthe output of the Dutch vehicle
emission model VERSIT and some additions to the model. For instance the Dutch
annual traffic emissions are calculated b input based on this model given to Rl\’M
trough the channels of the Dutch “Taakgroep Verkeer”.

ln the next chapters an overview is given of the results of each of the above-mentioned
subject.
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2 Petrol Passenger Vehicles

2.1 Initial Eests

The vehicles tested in 2003 were predominantly Euro 3 vehicles. During 2001 and
2002, the Dutch government provided incentives for vehicles already conforming to the
Euro 4 specifications. As these incentives have since been dropped, there is little
stimulus to obtain this certification for the vehicles prior to the introduction of Euro 4.
Therefore there appears to be a drop in the availability of this type of vehicle on the
market.

The emission limit salues in force for the petrol vehicles tested in the 2003 programme
are shown in Table 2:

Table 2 Emission limits for type approval ofpetrol passenger vehicles

En,ssion component Euro 3 limit value Euro 4 limit value

CO 2,3 1,0
HO 020 010
NO 015 0,08

_____

The exhaust emissions are measured using the standard Euro 3 test procedure with a
cold start at 20°C. Since the _,7JQ test was not yet applicable to any of the ehicles
tested, the tests executed represent the full type approval test set-up for exhaust
emissions, with the exception of the use of market fuel rather than reference fuel.

Due to the increasing number of petrol direct injection ([)1) vehicles on the market. 3
vehicles with this new technology ere selected to investigate their emission behaviour,
Further discussion on this subject is presented in Section 9. Of these three vehicles.
however, only one remains on the market today; the other two were available in limited
production runs only. Since petrol Dl vehicles are expected to produce particulate
emissions, these were also included in the test programme and are reported on in
Section 9.

Table 3 shovs the 7 vehicle types that were tested in 2003.

Table 3 Vehicle ipes tested in 21)03 (petrol)

Vehicle make Vehcle type Euro 3 Euio 4 Dl
Alfa Romeo 156 2 0 JTS

Chrysler Neon 2.01 16V V

Citroèr’ C5 2 0 HPi V

Ford Ka 1 31 44’cW V

Renault Laguna 1 8 16V89kW ‘

Renault Laguna2Ol6VlDE V

Skoda Oc1av 75kW /
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In Figure 1, the average emissions test results (for 3 vehicles tested per vehicle type) of
each vehicle type are plotted in comparison with the Euro 3 and Euro 4 limits.

_______

J

Figure 1 - Results Oj’lfl-USC petrol passenger vehic1 rpes during the srands’-d ipc approai test procedure
(average per vehicle tpej

As shown in Figure 1, all vehicle types conform to the Euro 3 limits for all emission
components. Further, all vehicle types tested conformed to the Euro 4 limits with the
exception of one Euro 3 Dl vehicle for I-IC emissions. The Euro 4 Dl vehicle is very
close to the limits, especially given the typically large variance of emissions expected of
petrol vehicles. Of note is the difference between the two Euro 3 DI vehicle types one
comfortably achieves Euro 4, the other exceeds Euro 4 due to HC emissions. The Euro
4 DI vehicle also shows high CO and HC emission levels. This is likely to be due to the
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fundamentally different approaches to emission control possible ith Dl. The main
differences between the various petrol DI conlIgurations are given in Section 9.

Several Euro 3 vehicle types produce emission levels equivalent to or better than other
Euro 4 vehicle types. This may be due to either an excessively large variance in
emission levels expected per vehicle type or may indicate that the vehicle type is Euro 4
capable but only Euro 3 certified. As Euro 4 is due to be. enforced in 2005, this
approach would reduce the engineering changes required due to the introduction of the
stricter legislation. Individual vehicle results, shown in Figure 2, suggest both situations
are present.
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When observing the individual vehicle results (Figure 2), the large level of scatter
typical for petrol vehicles is apparent. The three Euro 3 vehicles of one type (with direct
injection) was not able to achieve Euro 4 results due to high HC emission levels, while
one Euro 3 type (with indirect injection) showed large scatter with NO5 and therefore
exceeded the Euro 4 limits. All other vehicles tested conformed to the Euro 4 limits.
Noticeable is one Euro 4 Dl vehicle that sits on the limit for Euro 4 HC emission. Per
vehicle type. the spread in emission results per type is shown in Figures 3-5.
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It appears that, as observed in previous years, the CO and HC emissions show a
relatively small spread for vehicles of the same type. The NO emissions show a much
higher variation. The Euro 4 vehicles though seem to show less variation than Euro 3
vehicles, more in line with the CO and HC variation (when considered relative to the
emissions limit). However, on such a small sample it is not possible to draw any
conclusions on this point.

One Euro 4 vehicle (Euro 4 B) appears to have difficulty in achieving the Euro 4
requirement on an individual vehicle basis, which was not observable in previous years
where most vehicles appeared to have a large safety’ margin.

The Dl vehicles, with the exception of the vehicle type with very low emissions
mentioned previously, show a higher level of HC emissions than for the multi-point
vehicles. The CO emissions show this to a lesser extent. For the Dl vehicles, the NO
emissions are in line ith that of the multi-point vehicles.

2.2 (‘old start emissions

Apart from executing the standard Euro 3 test cycle with a 20CC cold start, one vehicle
per vehicle type underwent an additional test to collect data on the effects of a cold start
on emissions. For this purpose, the urban part of the Eurotest (the UDC) was drien
twi Ce:
I. With a cold start from 2WC, and
2. With a hot start (conditioned on a full UDC EUDC).

The difference between the two salues is the “cold start emission factor” in gicold start
or g!km after cold start. This value is important for emission modelling purposes. The
differences in emissions between cold and hot start are mainly caused by the lime it
takes for the catalyst to reach light-off temperature from cold start. Cold start
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enrichment (and therefore non l operation) will most probably play no role of any
importance, since at or above 20°C this fuelling method is not often utiliséd anymore in
modem multi-point injected engines For Dl engines, however, various techniques are
possible to speed catalyst warm-up, e.g. by using stratified charge sith ignition retard.
In Figures 6-9, the results for petrol engines are presented per emission component.

Figire 6 - (DC cold Start emissions vtrsus tJDC hot start e,nissions for petrol vehicles CO

• 5)

O 5,ro3Q
e

As can be concluded from Figure 6. the CO emissions after hot start are mostly close to
zero, whereas the cold start emissions are higher and vary considerably from 0.4 glkm
to 2.1 g!km. Apparently the hot’ and ‘cold’ emissions have no direct relation to each
other and differ considerably from car type to car type. Euro 3 and Euro 4 vehicle types
are intermixed, with the Euro 4 vehicles actually performing worse than many Euro 3
vehicles by a cold start. Compared with previous years, a clear separation of Euro 3 and
4 vehicles is not evident. For modelling purposes the average “extra cold start
emission” is calculated as one single figure per vehicle class.

Although Euro 4 approval also involves meeting the —7°C test, it appears that this has
not influenced the difference between vehicle emissions from a 20°C cold start and that
ofa warm start. A possible reason for this is that any reduction of catalyst light-off time
through application of catalysts s ith lower heat capacity can be traded off by reducing
exhaust gas temperature, leading to increased engine thermal efficiency. As most Euro
3 vehicles complied with Euro 4 limits, further reduction of light-off times is not
necessary and the existing air-fuel ratio control seems sufficient for 20°C cold starts.
The extra —7°C requirement has therefore likely lead to extension of the light-off
control to cover the temperature range of —7°C to 20°C. with the main concem being
1-IC emissions during cold start (Figure 7). The basic structure of the aftertreatment
system is not significantly different for stoichiometric engines for Euro 3 and Euro 4.
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In general, the Dl vehicles have lower CO on a cold start.
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The HC emissions present a similar result, The warm start emissions are ery low,
while the cold start emissions are considerably higher and widely spread, ranging from
0.1 to 0.31 g/km. As for CO. the Euro 3 and 4 vehicles are intermixed.

The Dl vehicles are similar to multi-point ‘ehicles for cold start HC, although one Dl
vehicle has a higher emission level.
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Figure 8- UDC cold start emissions versus UDC hot start emissionsfor petrol vehicles NO,
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The NO, behaviour shows less dependency of this emissions component on the cold
start. Note that the values are relatively low, due to the low loads and engine
temperatures on the UDC. For two vehicles, the cold start resulted in lower NO,
emissions than the warm start. These are both DI vehicles. It is evident that catalyst
light-off has a lower effect on the NO, emissions than for HC and CO. Once again, the
Euro 3 and 4 vehicles are not clearly distinguishable. Dl vehicles can have a better NO,
behaviour on a cold start than on a warm start.

I

0

Fig-are 9- (.IDC cold start emis.cons versus IJDC hcu start err. sciunsJor petrol v ides CO

The CO2 emissions increase due to cold start shows a stable pattern. There appears to be
a small difference in the cold start penalty for Euro 3 and Euro 4 vehicles, 16% for Euro
3 and 25% for the Euro 4 vehicles, although this is based on a small sample size and
may not be statistically significant. The average across all vehicles is 19%. This effect
points at increased friction at a 20°C start, increased thermal losses and probably some
minor cold start enrichment effects. The DI vehicles performed similar to multi-point
vehicles.

2.3 Summary of results for petrol vehicles

From the previous section it can he concluded that new petrol vehicles have very low
emissions levels. Most of the vehicles tested (both Euro 3 and 4) complied with the
Euro 4 limits. The Euro 4 vehicles did not show a significantly different emissions
characteristic compared with the Euro 3 vehicles. It appears that a significant proportion
of the emissions is produced during the cold start. The initial impression is that the
—7°C test has had little effect on emissions from a 20°C cold start.

Dl vehicles appear to have a higher HC and CO emission level, although this is not true
for all vehicles. The NO. emissions on a cold start can be lower for these vehicles than
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for a warm start. The vehicle with the lowest emissions was a Dl ehicle, while those
with the highest level were also Dl (with the exception of one multi-point vehicle for
CO).
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3 Diese’ Passenger Vehicles

3.1 Initial tests

Only Euro 3 diesel vehicles were tested in 2003. The selection consisted of 2 types. In
some foreign markets grants are given to vehicle types that already meet the 2005 Euro
4 limits. However, since diesel technology has proven more difficult to adapt to Euro 3
requirements, there vere no suitable vehicles available in this category and hence this
category was not tested in 2003.

The emission limit values in force for diesel Euro 3 vehicles are shon in Table 4.

Table 4 Emission limits fr type approval ofdiesel passenger vehicles

Emission Euro 3 limit value

[g/km]
CO 0.64
NO 050
HC + NO 056

PM 0,05

The exhaust emissions are measured using the standard Euro 3 test procedure. The
vehicle selection 2003 was based on the best selling vehicles which had not been tested
in the years 2001 / 2002, The 2 vehicle types tested in 2003 are shown in Table 5.

Table 5 Vehicle tk’pes tested in 200$ (diesel.)

Ford Mondeo 2 CD 85kW Common rai fuelling
feot 307 SW 2 0 HD1 80kW Common rail fuelling, particulate filter

In Figures 10-1 I. the average results for each vehicle type (taken over 3 vehicles) are
plotted in relation to the Euro 3 limits.
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Figure 1! - Rt’sulrs of in-use diesel passenger car 0r’s during the standard ape approvtil test procedure,
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The NO5 arid HC+NOX emissions are relatively close to the limit value, hut they do not
exceed in any case. The CO and PM limits are met comfortabl. Notesorthy is the very
low PM value for one ‘ehiele type; this vehicle as fitted with a particle filter, The
measurements were made prior to filter regeneration. During regeneration the PM
emissions are expected to be higher. For this reason, a vehicle was also tested during
regeneration. An account of these tests is given in Section 8.
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The test results for individual vehicles are shown in figures 12 and 13.
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The individual vehicle results confirm the impression of the aerage per vehicle typeresults, with all vehicles conforming to the Earo 3 limits,

The detailed analyses of the emission performance of vehicles from the same type
Figures 14,15,16 and 17) show that the variation heiveen vehicles appears losser than
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for petrol vehicles, ith NO being the closest to the limit value. PM shos the most
scatter per vehicle tpe when a PM filter is not applied. The vehicle fitted with a PM
filter shows significantly lower absolute variance in the PM emissions between vehicles
compared with that of a vehicle without.
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3.2 Cold start emissions

For the same reason as for petrol cars, the additional emissions due to a 203C cold startssere measured. The results are shown in Figures 18. 19, 20.21 and 22.
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3

Iigure 22 -(‘DC cold start ernistionc verses (‘DC hot start emissionsfor diesel vehicles CO.

From the cold start graphs it can he concluded that the HC and CO emissions of’ diesel
cars when hot are always very low, but the cold emissions vary a lot. The cause for this
is (in analogy with petrol vehicles) the period until light-off of the catalyst (in this case
an oxidation type), during which products of incomplete combustion are not oxidised in
the catalyst before being emitted. After light-off of the catalyst emissions drop to almost
zero. For PM there appears to be almost rio cold start increase of emissions hich
indicates that the combustion properties of modern diesel engines appear to be optimal
directly after cold start. This can not be firmly substantiated as only two vehicle types
were measured, but agrees with results from 2002.

NO, emissions show a reduction by cold start. This is due to the lack of thermal
aftertreatment system for NO in the tested vehicles that could be sublect to heating up
effects. The lower value is likely due to the lower intake air temperature during engine
warmup. Future technology (NO,-storage systems) will most probably he more affected
by cold start, similar to the results affected by the oxidation catal)st heating.

The CO2 emissions resulting from the cold start show consistent results. Both vehicles
show an increase of 19%, likely caused by increased friction and heat losses directly
after cold start. Fuel enrichment is rio issue for diesel engines.

3.3 Summary of results for diesel vehicles

The Euro 3 diesel vehicle emissions proved to be within the limits. NO, emissions are
close to the allowable level. sshile other emissions component achieve the required
levels comfortably. There were, however, insufficient vehicles tested to draw general
conclusions, although the trends seen in recent years seem to continue. One vehicle
tested was fitted with a PM filter; this vehicle had significantly lower PM emissions
than the vehicle without. A discussion on more detailed tests with this ehicle can he
found in Section 8.
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4 Real-World Emissions

An important objective of the Dutch in-use compliance programme is to gatherinformation on the real-world emission behaviour of vehicles on the road. Withchanging situations on the roads, and vehicle technolo being able to adapt to thesechanged situations, the data gathered using the European type approval procedure ismore and more losing its value as representative emission data. These data were notreally meant to he used for this purpose, but have been used as (a basis for) emissionfactors for a long time, since little else was available and originally they could be usedtbr this purpose without much error. The increasing discrepancy between type approvaltesting and real-world emissions has been acknowledged by TNC) and other Europeanresearch institutes, leading to a demand for real-orld test procedures (starting withreal-world test cycles). These test cycles have their origin in a large amount of real-world recorded trip data, which have been “compressed” to short test cycles to hedriven on a chassis dynamometer.

For the purpose of deriving real-world emission factors for the Dutch national situation,in fact two things are needed: I) Dutch real-world driving cycles, and 2) data of arepresentative Dutch vehicle sample. The second issue is easy to solve within the Dutchin-use compliance programme, since one of the main ideas behind the programme isexactly to test a sample that is representative for the Dutch fleet. The first issue is moredifficult to address, since there is not yet a national full set of representative real-worlddriving patterns, although INC Automotive is currently developing these cycles. It isexpected that these cycles v.ill be finished early 2005 so that they can be added to the2005 programme.

The only option at this moment close to a national set, is a set of 11 different drivingpatterns that have been recorded on Dutch mo1orsavs in 1999 (Emissions andCongestion project) [I], 121. [3J and [3]. For the urban and rural part of real-worlddriving the Common Artemis Driving Cycles (CADC) are used. The CADC cycles havebeen developed in the European 5th Framework project Artemis in which all prominentEuropean institutes participate. As a result, these cycles are considered representativefor the average European real-world driving.

In summary, it was decided to use the folloing cycles for determining the real-sorldemissions of the Dutch car fleet:
I. the Emnissions and Congestion’ test cycles (ii different levels of highay trafficflow)
2. the Common Artemis Driving Cycles (CADC), for urban, rural and highwayconditions

In practice this meant that from every vehicle t)pe selected one vehicle was additionallytested on set 1. and another one was additionally tested on set 2. The results from usingboth sets of test cycles will he further discussed in the folloving section.
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4.1 Emissions and congestion

On behalf of the Transport Research Centre of the Dutch Ministry of Transport and the
Dutch Ministry of Housing. Spatial planning and the Environment, TNO executed a
research programme in order to determine the effects of traffic congestion on exhaust
gas emissions and fuel consumption of road vehicles on inotorways. The need for
information on this topic occurred when policy makers wanted to know what the
benefits for emissions could he of decreasing traffic congestion by using traffic
management measures. As a result an extensive research programme was executed in
1999 and 2000, that is described in the respective reports [1], [2], [3] and [4]. Important
milestones in this project were the development of test cycles that represent Dutch
motorway traffic and an extensive measurement campaign in which 19 vehicles were
tested in the TNO laboratory on these test cycles. Table 6 shows the congestion
categorisation used in the project.

Table 6 (‘onge c/ion ca/cgorisation as zLced in the emiss/ons’ and congestion study

Conqeston category Definition

laa Speed <10 kmlh;’stop and go’
lab Speed between 10 and 25 km/h

la laa and lab combined, speed between 0 en 25km/h
lb Speed between 25 and 40km/h
ic Speed between 40 and 75 km/h

2a Speed 75 120 km/h, traffic volume over 1000 vehcles per lane
per hour, speed limit 100 km/h

2b Speed 75-120 km/h, traffic volume over 1000 vehicles pe lane

per hour, speed limit = 120 km/h
2c Speed 75-120 km/h, traffic volume below 1000 vehicles per lane

per hour. speed limit 100 km/h
2d Speed 75-120 km/h, traffic volume below 1000 vehicles per lane

per hour, speed limit 120 km/h
2€ Speed over 120 km/h, independent of traffic volume
3 Traffic jam ‘avoidance’ route

When the emission results were weighted for the share of different vehicle types in the
Dutch vehicle fleet of 1998, the following average bathtuh-shaped’ emission correction
curves were constructed for the national Dutch vehicle fleet. Driving pattern 2C is set at
100% (see Figure 23).
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Figure 23 - Relative emission profile total Dutchfleet in 1998 (2C—100), including petrol, diesel and LPGvehicles

The vehicle selection used in the study mentioned only consisted of cars up to Euro 2
and includes petrol, diesel and LPG vehicles. In order to gain more insight into theactual situation on the road and to make the predictions for the future more accurate,Euro 3 and Euro 4 vehicles from the selection in 2001, 2002 and 2003 have been tested
on these real-world motorway test cycles in order to update these curves. Figures 24-26show the overall relative results for the 2001—2003 vehicle selection for indirectinjection petrol (average of 32 vehicles), DI-petrol (average of 2 vehicles) and diesel
(average of 12 vehicles), respectively. Due to the limited number of DI-petrol vehiclestested, the DI-petrol results are not expected to be statistically significant.
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Figure 24 -Average emissions for Euro 3 and 4 petrol vehicles with indirect injection on the Emissions and
Congestion driving cycles, relative emissions on the 2C cycle.
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Figure 25 -Average emissionsfor Euro 3 and 4 petrol vehicles with direct injection on the Emissions and
Congestion driving cycles, relative emissions on the 2C cycle.
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Based on the results for Euro 3 and 4 vehicles, the total Dutch fleet emission profile hasbeen updated (Figure 27). The emission levels for the various vehicle types have beenweighted for their share of the 2004 fleet.
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Figure 27 Relative emission profile (otal Dutchfleer in 2004 (2CI00), including petrol. diesel and LPGvehicles

The relative values show an appreciable change with respect to the previous results(Figure 23). This is especially true for the dramatic relative increase in CO and HC forthe low speed cycles, and CO on the 2E (high speed) cycle.
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The absolute values, however, are all reduced, some significantly (Figure 28). As
certain emission components are reduced by a much lower factor on given drive cycles
(especially CO), the emission level relative to the 2C cycle has increased. It can
therefore be concluded that with the introduction of Euro 3 and 4, fleet emission levels
are reduced under all conditions, but that this reduction is not the same under all driving
conditions. The lowest reduction is seen by stop-and-go and high speed driving for CO
and NO emissions.
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Dl petrol vehicles have been tested for the first time. Compared to multi-point vehicles,
the HC emission is much higher on the 1AA and IA cycles, while the NO is lower for
the 2D and 2E cycles.

More detailed results can be found in Appendix A.

4.2 Common Artemis Driving Cycles

The Common Artemis Driving Cycles (CADC) are used for producing information on
the real-world emission behaviour of cars in comparison to the Type Approval (TA)
testing. The CADC consists of an urban part, an extra-urban part and a highway part.

Comparing the data from the CADC-cycles with the TA test data gives relevant
information on the transient behaviour of vehicle emissions outside the TA test window.
This information is essential for emission modelling purposes.

Figure 29 shows the test results of the indirect injected petrol vehicle types from the
2002—2003 vehicle selection combined, compared with the urban (hot) part and extra-
urban part of the standard TA test. The bars on the chart indicate the 1-a limit of the
emissions produced assuming normally distributed values, based on the 11 vehicles
tested.
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Figure 28 Percentage reduction ofthe 2004fleet absolute emission levels compared with the /998flee:.
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Figure 29- 1- o emission limitsfrom the CADC cycles compared to the urban hot’ ond extra urban ‘ ECEcycles/or petrol vehicles with indirect injection.
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Figure 30 shows the results for the petrol DI vehicles tested in 2003. Note that also the
particulate emissions of these vehicles have been measured. The bars on the chart
indicate the l- limit of the emissions produced assuming normally distributed values,
based on the 3 vehicles tested.
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Figure 30 - I-o emission limits from the CADC cycles compared to the urban hot’ and extra urban ECE
cyclesfor petrol DI vehicles.
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Figure 31 shows the results for the diesel vehicles tested in 2002—2003. The bars on thechart indicate the i-a limit of the emissions produced assuming normally distributedvalues, based on the 6 vehicles tested.

Figure 31 — 1-cr emission limits from the CADC cycles compared to the urban hot’ and ‘exi’ra urban’ECE cycles for diesel ehicles

Similar to previous comparisons, the above shows that for all vehicle types, includingDI petrol, the type approval test procedure seems to be no longer representative for real-world driving. The differences in emissions between real-world driving and the TAprocedure are considerable and not constant.

The DI petrol vehicles show higher NO emissions on the urban hot and CADC urbancycles (due to lean operation at low engine speeds), but a reduction on the CADChighway cycle. For the CADC urban, the 1-IC emissions of the DI petrol vehicles are
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higher, along with the CO on the CADC highway. This type of vehicle has measurable
PM emissions which show a similar trend to that for diesel vehicles (with the exception
of the CADC highway), although the absolute levels are a factor 2 to 5 lower, Further
discussions on this topic are presented in Section 9. Care should be taken with drawing
firm conclusions for the DI-petrol vehicles, as there was only a limited number tested.
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5 Automatic Transmissions

in Europe, the fitrnent rate of automatic transmissions (ATs) is increasing. In addition,
there is a large range of configurations for these transmissions. Traditional planetary
gear train systems are common, along with more modern designs such as manual
transmissions (MT) with automatic shifting and continuous ratio transmissions
(continuously variable transmission, CVT). Due to the increasing number of these
vehicles on the road, it is important to identify the effects of these systems on the
environmental performance of the vehicle, especially considering real-world
performance.

Within the Eurotest, vehicles with ATs are tested on a different cycle than MT vehicles.
While essentially similar to the cycle used for MT vehicles, the AT cycle differs in that
shift points are not specified (the transmission controller is free to determine which gear
is selected at a given time) and accelerations are slightly milder (due to the absence of
gear shift provisions in the speed-time profile of the cycle).

Due to the freedom to select gear ratios, gear shift patterns can be optimised to the
driving situation. The techniques proposed by the programme The New Driving Force’
can be partially enforced by the vehicle control system. The environmental performance
of the AT vehicles on both the Eurotest and real-world driving cycles was thereibre
investigated and compared to the MT vehicles.

5.1 Initial tests

In order to assess the influence of various types of automatic transmissions on
emissions performance. four vehicles were tested in AT and MT variants (Table 7.
Each vehicle is certified to Euro 4 and has a different type of AT. With two of the
vehicles, a mode is available alloing the driver to choose the selected gear (‘hand
shifted’). For the driver, the gear shift is similar to that of an MT. but then without
requiring manual clutch actuation.

Table 7 Vehicle types tested in 2003 (automatic transmission)

[ Vehicle make Vehicle type Hand-shifted #vehcIes tested
Opel Corsa Zi 2XE EASYTRONIC (AMT). dry clutch “ 3
Volkswagen Polo 55kW Stepped AT, torque converter x 3
Audi A4 96kW Chain CVT. wet clutch
Honda jazz 14i Push-belt CVT, wet clutch — x 1

An overview of the transmission t)pes is given in Table 8.
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Table 8 Types ofautomatic transmissions

Abbreviation Lops name Description

________________

AMI Automated Manual Construction similar to conventional MT.

Transmisson shifting automatically controlled with

hydraulic or eiectric actuation

Stepped AT Stepped Automatic Conventional AT, whereby a series of

Transmission planetary gearsets are used for power

transfer Shifting is performed with

hydraulically actuated clutches and brakes

between fixed ratios

CVT Continuously variable Transmisson whereby any speed ratio can

transmission be selected between two extremes Power

is transferred between two conical pulleys

with a push-belt (push-belt CVT) or chain

(chain CVT)

The use of ATs has two major influences:
I. ATs have an intrinsically tower energy efficiency than an MT. The extent of this is

dependent on the transmission configuration. Factors that reduce the efficiency
include the use of a torque converter for the take-off element, extra parasitic loads
for hydraulic systems and increased friction tosses.

2. The manufacturer is free to select the optimal gear at any given instant of time via
the shifting algorithm. A welt-designed system therefore has the potential to
increase overall poertrain efficiency by enforcing The Ne Driving Force’ shift
strategies. This is likely to also affect the emissions performance.

b separate the influence of these two effects. two vehicles tere tested with AT on the
Eurotest under the following conditions:
I. In ‘D-range’, whereby the vehicle is free to change gear on the cycle under its own

discretion. The drive cycle for Als was used (ECE R83 Annex 4 §2.3.3 or EU
Directive 70/220/EEC Annex 3 §2.3.3).

2. Hand-shifted, where gears were shifted on the AT vehicle according to the
prescribed gear-change regime from the test cycle. The drive cycle for MTs was
used (ECE R83 Annex 4 Appendix 1 or EU Directive 70/220/EEC Annex 3

Appendix I).
During these tests, the regulated emissions and CO1 were measured.

It is important to note that as the AT and MT variants are different vehicles and every
effort vas made to obtain vehicles of similar specification, it is possible that different
fitment levels are possible between these two variants. This can affect factors such as
vehicle mass and accessory loading on the engine. In addition, automatic transmissions
are in general heavier than their manual counterparts. which can lead to increased
vehicle mass. Such an increase in mass may he slight, but enough to shift the AT
variant up to the next vehicle inertia class. All these factors may influence the emission
levels measured. hut are not strictly due to the appication of an AT.
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Also to be noted is that the hand-shifted ATs and MTs may also not be identical, due to
a different number of gears and possibly different gear and final drive ratios. These
factors can all affect the work points of the engine on a given drive cycle, influencing
emission levels.

The average emissions of all the vehicles tested of that type are shown in Figure 30.
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figure 32- Resuhs ofpetrol passenger cars vith manual transmission and automatic transmiSsion in 0-
range on the standard type approval wst procedure (average per vehicle type)

No clear trend can he observed when comparing an MT and the associated AT vehicle.
The four vehicle types compare as shown in Table 9.

Table 9 Emissions results ol A T vehicles compared to MT vehicles of same ry’pe

Vehicle CO HC NO Comments

___________

Ope Corsa — = =

VW Polo — — = AT vehicle in higher inertia class
AudiA4 + + —

Honda Jazz = =

-i-) improved emissions freduced level)
-.1 worse emissions (increased level,i
=1 emissions not aficted

Results for individual vehicles are shown in Figure 33.
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Figure 33 Results ofpetrol passenger cars with manual, aidomatic and hand-shifted automatic
transmission on th standard ripe approval test procedure (‘based on single vehicle tests)
4utomatw and hand-shifted automatic are identical vehicles, manual is the same type Results
ofa given tehicle type are circled.

By hand-shifting the AT vehicles, slight improvements are seen for HC and NO,
emissions compared with the equivalent AT results. For one vehicle . CO was also
slightly loser, for the other slightly’ higher. The differences are however small and may
not be statistically significant. The increase in emissions of the Polo is most likely
caused by the inertia class of the AT vehicle this is one class higher than the MT. The
A4 shows a reduction in both HC and CO. but an increase in NO. This may be caused
by the increase in load on the engine due to increased losses, causing faster catalyst
light-off but alloing higher levels ofNO, slip, or may’ be related to system control. For
the Jafl; AT and M r emission levels are identical, This is likely due to the extra losses
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of the AT being balanced by the advantages of the free ratio selection possible with the
design.

The CO2 emissions for the tested vehicles are shown in Figure 34.
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Figure 34 - Cornpari.con of CO2 emissions ofsingle vehicles tested with manual transmission, automatic
transmission and hand-shWed automatic transmission on the Eurorest

For the various transmission types, the conclusions are shown in Table 10.

Overall, the stepped AT was the only system which showed a large increase in CO2
emission results. This is partially due to the higher inertia class and the use of a 4-speed
transmission. Both the AMT and chain CVT show improvements in the CO2 emissions.
For both, this is due to the shift strategy. Figure 32 shows that the chain CVT, when
shifted manually, has a higher CO2 emission than the standard MT, indicating a low
efficiency on the drive cycle. The belt CVT shows equal CO2 emissions for both MT
and AT vehicles. It is likely that the efficiency losses of the CVT are overcome by
improvements in efficiency due to the shift strategy. As a driveability-efficiency trade
off exists for CVTs, this may have been the design decision to not improve the CO2
emissions further.
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Table if) Conclusions onC02-ernissionsfor automatic transmissions

Vehicle Transmission CO2 Comments

Corsa AMT -3.2% In AT mode, CO2 emissions are reduced When

hand-shiftng, the CO2 returns to the level of the

MT variant This implies the AMT has roughly the

same efficiency as the standard MT and the CO2

improvement comes from the shift strategy

Polo Stepped AT +18 5% CO2 is increased for the AT variant This is

partially due to the heavier inertia class compared

with the MT ve[iice and the AT being 4-speed

A4 Chain CVT -5.5% The CO2 emissions show a slight improvement

compared with the MT vehicle However, hand-

shifting the CVT resulted in significantly worse

CO2 ernssions. Tnis implies that whie the CVT

shows worse efficiency trian the MT the

advantages of the shift strategy are larger

Jazz Push-belt CVT 0% The CVT vehice achieved the same CO2 resuit

as for the MT This implies that the expected

efficiency losses of the CVI are counterbalanced

by

the chosen CVI shift strategy

______

5,2 Cold start

In order to investigate the effect of the application of an AT on the cold start emissions,

tests were performed with both MI’ and AT variants on the UDC cycle, with both a cold
start from 2OC and a warm start.

Results of these tests are shown in Figures 35, 36. 37 and 38. These results arc based on

single vehicle tests per type, for two vehicle types (Polo and Corsa).
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Figzire 38 - UDC cold start emissions versus UDC hot start emissions CO1
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For CO, HC and NO emissions, the effect of the cold start is as for the other petrol
engine ehicles tested. Hovever, there is no noticeable trend between the AT and MT
vehicles. The CO2 cold start penalty is also similar to that of other petrol vehicles tested,
ith a slight difference between AT and MT (respectively 18% and 17%). However, the
sample size of vehicles tested is not sufficient to draw conclusions from this result.
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5.3 Real-world emissions

The AT vehicles were also tested on the Common Artemis Driving Cycles to determine
the emission performance under real-world conditions. These results are shown in
Figures 39-42.
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Figure 39 - CO-emissions on the CADC cycles compared to the urban hot and ‘extra urban ECE cycles,
4ff vehicles and AT vehicles.
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Figure 40 - HC-emissions on the CADC cycles compared to the ‘urban hot ‘ and ‘extra urban’ ECE
cycles, MT vehicles andA T vehicles
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Figure 41 NOx-emissions on the CADC cycles compared to the urban hot’ and ‘extra urban ECE
cycles, MT vehicles and AT vehicles,
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Figure 42 -C02-emissionsfrom the CADC cycles compared to the ‘urban hot’ and ‘extra urban’ ECE
cycles, A.fF vehicles and AT vehicles.

For CO emissions, the AT vehicles appear better than the MT variants on city cycles,
but worse on the rural and highway cycles. Note that the EUDC cycle is not
representative for real-world results obtained on the CADC Road and Highway cycles;
ATs produce significantly higher CO levels on the realworld cycles compared with
MTs, while this difference is not noticeable on the EUDC.
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For I-IC emissions, the AT ‘vehicles appear better on the CADC urban cycle only. On all
other cycles the AT vehicles are equivalent to or worse than the MT vehicles. The
differences between HC emissions between AT and MT variants on the IJDC and
EUDC cycles are not representative of the emissions on the CADC cycles. On the UDC
cycle, the ATs produce a higher emission level than the Ml’s, while on the CADC
Urban cycle the ATs produce lower emission levels than the MT variants. In addition,
the higher emission level of the AT variants on the CADC Road and Highway cycles
compared to the MTs are not seen on the EUDC cycle.

For NO. emissions, the AT vehicles appear to he worse than for the MT vehicles on all
cycles. The difference between MT and AT emission level on the UDC and EUDC
show the same trend as the results on the CADC cycles, however the absolute emission
levels are significantly different, especially when comparing the UDC and CADC
Urban cycles.

For CO2 emissions, there is little difference .betseen the AT vehicles and the MT
vehicles. The AT vehicles are slightly worse on the EUDC (extra urban) cycle, but
slightly better on the CADC Road cycle, even considering the increased inertia class of
the conventional AT vehicle tested, The difference between AT arid MT vehicles on
real-yvorld cycles appears in general to be similar to that achieved on the hornologation
cycles, although in some cases the emission improvement can be larger on the real-
world cycles than achieved on the LUOC cycle.

In general, it appears that the UDC and EUDC cycles are not representative neither for
the absolute values of emission levels, nor for the relative difference between
homologation and reaI-orld cycles. These differences are dependent on the emission
component and driving situation. Note however that the mix of technology in the
vehicle fleet can have a significant impact on the environmental impact of a shift to
more ATs on the road. For example, an increased number of conventional 4-speed ATs
(in conjunction with an increase in inertia class) would likely lead to a net CO2 emission
increase, shile application of 5-speed AMYs can lead to a (‘0, emission reduction,

5.4 Summary of results for automatic transmissions

The emission lesels of the components HC. CO and NO do not show a clear
correlation with the application of an automatic transmission. The AT vehicles can
show better, worse or even equivalent emissions behaviour compared to MT ‘variants.
On a per vehicle basis, handshifting the AT’s actually resulted in a slight improvement
in the emissions behaviour of the vehicles tested.

(‘old start behaviour was also similar to that of the MT petrol vehicles; no influence of
the AT was noticeable

The largest effect was found on (02 emissions. All AT vehicles except for one showed
improvements in C02 emissions on the Euro 3 cycle compared with the MT variant.
Thai. one ‘vehicle, ho’.ever, was classified in a higher inertia class than its MT
counterpart, in addition to being a conventional 4-speed transmission, which explains
some of the result. In general. the influence of the AT can be divided into a negative
influence (due to lower efflciencv compared to a MT). and a positive influence (shifting
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patterns can be selected for optimal use of the engine). If correctly designed, the AT
variant can provide a net reduction of CO2 emissions, not only on the homologation
cycles but also on real-orld cycles. In fact, the improvement appeared larger on the
CADC Road cycle than on the EUDC cycle.

On real-world cycles, the AT vehicles showed worse emission results on the highway
and road CADC cycles. On other cycles, the results were mixed. In general, the results
on the real-world cycles vere not representative of the emission levels on the UDC and
EUDC cycles.
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6 Old-timers and Pre-Euro I Vehicles

With the continuous improvement in emission levels of new vehicles driven by ever
stricter legislation, it is envisaged that the total emissions of the vehicle fleet will also
he reduced by a similar level. However, many older vehicles remain on the roads.
Scrappage legislation is one conceivable method to reduce the total vehicle fleet
emissions. The emission levels of these older vehicles, compared with that of modern
vehicles, is an important factor in determining the effectiveness of such legislation.

Therefore, eight old-tirners’ were tested to check the emissions behaviour of these
older vehicles. The vehicles tested are shown in Table II. All tests were carried out on
the MVEG-A drive cycle (Eurotest with 40 seconds warm-up time, as used for Euro 2
certification). The vehicles tested can he roughly divided into to categories:
I. Vehicles from the 1980’s that serve as daily transport and that still constitute a

relatively large part of the Dutch vehicle fleet
2. Vehicles older than 25 years that have a recreational use, and that are also

exempted from road tax itt the Netherlands

It is important to note that pre-Euro I vehicles were type approved on the UDC cycle
only, with 40 seconds between engine start and start of measurement. The full MVEG
A cycle was used in order to allow comparison sith test results of modern vehicles

Table I] I ehicle types tested in 2003 told rimer,s)

Vehiole make Vehicle type Year Fuel Legislation

category
1980’s

Citroên BX 1 4 1984 Petrol R15.04
Ford Escort 1 8D 1989 Diesel 88176 EEG
Citroën BX 1 9D 1989 Diesel 8876 EEG
Mercedes 230E 1983 LPG R15-04
Older than 25 years
Peugeot 504 1978 Petrol R1502
Alfa Romeo GT 1600 Junior 1973 Petrol R15-00
Opel Manta 1974 Petrol R15-00
Volvo

______

244 1975 LPG R15-01

The test results are shown in Figures 43-46. Each vehicle is classified based on theemissions class that was in force in the year the vehicle was built. Because theemissions limits were defined at that time in grams per test, for the purpose of this
report these limits were converted to p/km Eurotest-equivalent. Note that the emission
levels R15-00 and Rl5-0l did not speci a NO, limit, which is shy the HC-NO. limitis lower than for later limits.
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Fig.re 16 Emissions ofLPG ‘old-timers on the fVEG-A drive cycle (CO and HC

For the petrol vehicles, the results show a ery large variation. All vehicles except one
conformed to the then valid emission limits. It’s also remarkable that the 1974 R15-00
car performed almost as ell as the 1984 R15-04 car. Apparently the state of
maintenance for cars of this age becomes the dominant parameter over the legislative
category that determines the emission level. Generally, the emissions are typically more
than a factor 20 higher than new (Euro 3) ehicles.
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The two diesel vehicles, both from the 1980’s, performed ell within the required limits
and were even close to, hut outside of. the Euro 3 limits. This is likely due to the
manner in which the diesel limits were set hen introduced (i.e.. not technology
forcing).

The LPG ‘vehicles shoed very different results, one being compliant with the
appropriate emission requirement, and the other showing a large exceedance. This is
probably another example of the importance of maintenance on emissions.
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7 Durability

In order to assess the stability of emission levels during the lifetime of the vehicle,measurements have been performed on selected vehicles at various times during thevehicle life. This provides an indication of the increase or reduction of a vehicle’semission due to ear caused by continual use.

In 2003 three vehicles underwent emission durability testing:
1. Volksagen Passat TDI 66 kW Euro 2.
2. Ford Mondeo D Euro 3
3. Volkswagen Passat TDI 74 k\V Euro 3

In previous years an Opel Omega 2.5 Automatic Euro 2 was also tested; this vehicle hasbeen removed ftom the test programme due to vehicle availability.

As the Passat 74 kW and Mondeo ha’.e only been tested once, the results will not bereported here as they provide no insight in the durability of the emissions of thevehicles. This is also the first time that the CADC cycles have been used to assessemissions durability and therefore also will not be reported here. These will be reportedin the following report, when a second durability test has taken place.

The tests during the lifetime of the Volkswagen Passat ID! 66 kW were conducted atthe intervals shon in Table 12,

Table 12 Odometer readings and date of durability tests/or the JW Passat TI)! 66U4

Test Date Odomead
19-112001 54782km
12-062002 75 427 km

[4-o4-2Co3 98 922 km

The emission results over the test duration are displayed in Figure 47.
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The latest durability test results of the VW Passat show a reduction back to the level of
the first test perlormed on the vehicle afler an increase for the second test. The
exception to this is the PM emissions, which increased to the highest level of the test
series on this vehicle. These trends are stable for all 3 test types used. All emission
levels are below the applicable Euro 2 limit alues. It is possible that the change in
emission levels between measurement 2 and 3 is related to a leakage in the
turbocharger.
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8 Emission testing of a vehicle fitted with a sequentially
regenerating diesel particulate filter

8.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the emission tests that were performed on a Peugeot 307 h’Di, a
diesel passenger car fitted with a Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF). The DPF is a
particulate trap system that regenerates according to the driving conditions. Since the
emissions during regeneration may differ -from those when not regenerating. a special
procedure has to be applied to perform a type approval test. This procedure is described
in the recently added Annex 13 of Regulation 83 on the exhaust gas measurement
procedures of passenger cars.
The scope of the current investigation was to perform an emission test specified in
Regulation 83, to gain experience in testing vehicles equipped with periodically
regenerating devices, This test was executed within the framework of TNO
Automotive’s In Use Compliance program. Unregulated emission components were
also measured. This was reported within the framework of the assessment of the
environmental performance of vehicles running on petrol, diesel, LPG and CNG [5). A
comprehensive overs iew of the results of the unregulated emission component
measurements can be found in [61.

8.2 The Diesel Particulate Filter technology of the Peugeot 307 IlDi

8. 2 1 Description ofthe DPF svsIe’n

‘Ihe DPF makes use of a Silicon Carbide (SiC) particle filter, that is periodically
regenerated by a combination of employ ing the flexibility of the common rail injection
system. together with a cerium-based fuel borne additive EOLYS [7). The additive is
stored in a separate tank, and added to the main fuel tank by a dosing system, managed
by a separate ECU. The additive is used to decrease the combustion temperature of
particulate matter with about l00C, to approximately 450C. This temperature,
however, is still far much higher than the exhaust gas temperature of a modem fuel
efficient Dl diesel engine under normal operating conditions. To enable combustion of
the particulate matter that is trapped in the DPF, the exhaust gas !emperature and
composition is changed temporarily by using post-injection. The catalyst must be
sufficiently heated up to be able to oxidise the species coming from post-injection.
Furthermore, to help increase the exhaust gas temperature, higher engine loads are
created during regeneration. b) switching on some electronic accessories.
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8.2.2 Types ofregeneration

Different types of regeneration can occur under various circumstances. Forced
regeneration takes place either when a defined number of kilometres is reached after the
last regeneration, or vhen the pressure drop over the filter exceeds a specific value. Fhe
pressure drop over the filter, continuously monitored, is a measure for the degree of
filter loading (the accumulated mass of soot in the filter). Together ith engine
parameters defining the operational conditions, the engine ECU uses an algorithm to
initiate and conclude the regeneration phase. During optimum operational conditions for
instance, an efficient regeneration may occur, featuring shorter post-injection times and
hence reducing the excess fuel consumption during regeneration.
Besides the forced regeneration, 4natural’ regeneration can take place under optimum
operational conditions of the vehicle that cause the exhaust gas to exceed the
temperature at which the soot combusts. Note that the additive already lowered this
temperature by approximately 100°C.

The cerium in the additive is.not oxidised during regeneration, hut accumulates in the
filter. This influences the differential pressure in the course of time, and the engine
ECU applies corrections for this. For the first generation of PSA vehicles that are
equipped vith the DPF system, the filter needs to be disassembled and cleaned after
80,000 km. For the current generation this is already 120,000 km, and for the next
generation this will be 240.000 km, which is basically maintenance free.

8.3 Emission test procedure for vehicles equipped with a periodically regenerating
device

For vehicles equipped with a periodically regenerating exhaust gas afterireatment
system, additional tests (to the standard Eurotest) have to be performed. Corresponding
to the definitions in ECE Regulation No. 83, these vehicles should be tested according
to the procedure described in Annex 13 of the same document [8]. in essence, the
procedure calls for emission measurements to be performed both during the non-
regenerative, and during the regenerative phase of operation:
• During the nonregenerative phase, a minimum of 2 Type I operating cycles must

be performed: one immediately after regeneration, and one as close as possible
prior to regeneration. Alternatively, the manufacturer may provide data proving that
emissions remain constant within a bandwidth of 15% during the non-regeneratise
phase, In that case, a single 1pe I test during the non-regenerative phase is
sufficient.

• During the regenerative phase, a Type I (20-30°C stan) emission test must be
performed, hich includes the regeneration. If the regeneration requires more than
one cycle, subsequent NEDC cycles must he driven.

The regulation also states that between to regeneratie phases, the regenerative device
has to be loaded by driving a consecutive sequence of operating cycles on the chassis
dnamometer, until the filter is fully loaded.

The final emission result is a weighed average of the individual measurement results
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MD÷M dAl
(I)D+d

Where:
mean mass emission of pollutant i in gikm without regeneration
mean mass emission of pollutant i in gikm with regeneration

D = number of NEDC cycles between two regenerations
d number of NEDC cycles required for regeneration

As prescribed by Annex 13, M. Mi,,, [), d and the regeneration factor K, for eachpollutant i shall be recorded in the test report delivered by the technical service. Theregeneration factor K, is defined as:

M
K =—-

(2)M

8.4 Measurement set-up

The experimental setup that has been used in this test to sample the regulated exhaustgas components and CO2 is completely in accordance with the Directives of theEuropean Union (96/69/EC).

To study the effect of regeneration on particle emissions, an extra sampling probe was
inserted into the dilution tunnel, drawing sample flow through an Electronic LowPressure [rnpactor (ELPI). The ELPE separates different particle size ranges based ontheir aerodynamic diameter. l’his enables tracing the different particle sizes during thecycle.

Additional sampling probes were inserted in the dilution tunnel to sample unregulatedemission components. This was performed within the framneork of the environmentalperformance of vehicles running on petrol, diesel, LPG and CNG’ project, For adetailed description of the sampling and analysis methods that are used, as well as themeasurement results, is referred to [5}.

8.5 Vehicle and test conditions

For the current investigation a Peugeot 307 HDi 2.0 79kW (Euro 3 version). fitted with
a DPF, sas prepared by the vehicle manufacturer, PSA France, and put at TNQ’sdisposal for emission tests.

Here some remarks are made concerning the vehicie preparation:
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• The manufacturer provided the vehicle with a switch, to either prevent or trigger
the particulate filter regeneration, With the switch in the “ON” position, and when
the oil and coolant temperature reached a specific threshold value during the test
cycle, engine settings would be changed to the regeneration mode, regardless of
whether the DPF is full or not. This is detected by measuring the pressure drop over
the filter.
An unprepared vehicle would switch back from the altered engine settings when the
filter is fully regenerated. For this particular vehicle, the engine remains in the
regeneration mode during the entire NEDC cycle, even if the DPF is empty.
because the switch to trigger the regeneration basically overrules the filter pressure
drop signal. Consequently the excess fuel consumption and emissions over an
NEI)C are higher than for an unprepared ehicle during regeneration. The results
obtained by these tests can therefore be considered as a worst case scenario.

• The DPF was loaded by the vehicle manufacturer, by driving a consecutive
sequence of 70 NEDC cycles, The fuel that was used had a sulphur content of
approximately 300 ppm. Hence a ast amount of sulphur was accumulated in the
DPF.

• Prior to the tests at TNO, the fuel was changed to EN 590 diesel with a sulphur
content of 35 ppm. Special effort was taken to ensure that the correct amount of
EOLYS was added to the tank after draining and refuelling. This involved turtling
the ignition key to the “ON” position after the tank was drained, so that the engine
ECU recognised the empty tank. After refuelling (the fuel refiller cap is provided
with a contact), the engine ECU recognises the new level and adds the required
amount of additive.

• Vehicle preconditioning was performed with the regeneration disabled,
• it was assumed that the regulated emissions would remain constant (within ±15%)

between two regenerations. For that reason only a single emission te5t was
performed between two regeneration phases.

In total, four emission tests were performed:
• First, a cold Fype I test with the regeneration enabled was perfonned.
• Secondly, a hot emission test with regeneration enabled was performed. because the

emission results from the first test gave rise to the suspicion that the DPF was not
fully regenerated. For this additional test, the vehicle was preconditioned driving a
single Eurotest cycle with the ‘regeneration disabled, followed by’ 10 minutes of
soaking. During the additional test, the online particle flow showed that the
regeneration started sooner.

• Thirdly. a cold Type I test with the regeneration disabled was performed.
• Finally, a hot Type 1 test with the regeneration disabled was performed.

In this document, emissions tests with the regeneration enabled, are referred to a,s tests
“with regeneration”. For the tests between two regeneration phases, with the
regeneration disabled, are referred to as tests “without regeneration”. The weighed
aerage of the emissions with and without regeneration, as calculated with Equation (I).
is referred to as the “weighted emission result”.
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8.6 Results

2.6.1 Regulated emission components and CO2

Table 13 presents the emissions of the regulated
measured on the NEDC. Results are included both
without regeneration.

components and CO2 that were
for cold and hot tests, with and

Table 13 Regulated emission components for the Peugeot 307 HDI DPF, as measured on the Eurotest cycle’with and without regeneration. Tests were perJrrned both with cold and hot engine

It was observed that the regeneration during the cold Eurotest initiated during the fourthelementary urban cycle. Hence the effect on regulated emission components will mainlybe found in the EUDC part of the cycle. For the hot test with regeneration, theregeneration initiated in the second elementary urban cycle.
The best to follow the occurrence of regeneration during a test cycle would be byusing a CO-tracer. This was, however, not available during the tests. Therefore theinitiation of the regeneration as observed differently, being in two ways. First, someof the electronic accessories are automatically sssitched on during regeneration. tocreate higher load conditions for the engine, as an aid to increase the exhaust gastemperature. Secondly, the online particle flos as measured by the ELPI showed sharpincreases at the point here regeneration starts (see paragraph 8.6.2).

For the regulated emission components and CO2. note that:
• For the cold start v ithout regeneration, some CO was observed due to the cold starteffect. In the EUDC part of this test, CO as below the detection limit. For the test

Cold With regeneration Cold Without regeneration
lg/kml UDC EUDC NEDC — [1km] UDC EUDC NEDC -—CO 031 068 0.54 c 038 0.00 0,14
HC 006 0.01 0.03 HC 0.11 0.01 0.05
NO, 1.06 0.63 0.79 NO, 033 0.26 0.28
HC + NO 1.12 064 0,82. HC+NO 044 0.27 0.33
PM 0.289 0.278 0.282 PM 0.001 0.000 0.001
CO2 282.0 197.9 229.0 CO 1987 116.4 146.7FC [1/100 kml 1059 7.45 8.61 FC j!100 kml - 7.48 4.36 5.51

Hot With regeneration Hot Without regeneration
Ia/t<ml UDC EUDC NEOC QfkmI UDC EUDC NEDC
CO 009 010 010
HC 004 0.01 002
NO, 079 ‘ 061 067
HC+NO, 083 062 070
PM 0.056 0.230 0 176 -

CO 337.3 187.5 243.1
FC[l/lOOkm3 12.64 7.03 9.11

CO 0.00 0.00 0.00
HC — 0.03 0.01 002
NO, 0.31 0.29 030
HC + NO. 0.34 0.30 0 31
PM 0001 0001 0.001
CO: 164.1 110.7 130.7
F,,ç,jl!iOOkml 615 415 4.90
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with regeneration. the CO emission in the UDC as mainly caused by the cold start
effect, while the CO emission in the EUDC can be attributed to the regeneration.

• For the hot tests without regeneration no CO was observed. For the hot test with
regeneration, CO was both increased on the UDC and on the EUDC. This is caused
by the earlier start of the regeneration.

• No effect of the regeneration is observed for FIC. The higher HC emissions
observed in the UDC are cold start effects.

• NO is higher for the tests with regeneration. This is caused by the fact that the
EGR is turned off, to avoid exhaust gas temperature losses (used in this first
generation of the DPF system). Next to this, the electronic accessories that are
turned on during regeneration also slightly increase the engine load.

• The cold start PM is very low for the tests without regeneration. For the test with
regeneration, it is not obvious which part of the PM emissions can he attributed to
the cold start effect, and which to the regeneration.

• PM is obviously higher for both tests with regeneration. A visual inspection of the
PM filters gave rise to the suspicion that it is most likely to be sulphur. The high
sulphur content of the fuel that was used during the DPF loading phase can only
back this up. From the type approval data as provided by PSA, the PM emission for
a test with regeneration should normally be approximately ten times higher (see
laNe 14)

• Furthermore, note that the PM emission from the cold test with regeneration is
much higher thait for the hot test with regeneration, despite the fact that the
regeneration in the hot test started sooner, h is, however, not a cold start effect.
‘[his is explained further in paragraph 8.6.2.

• The CO emission results of the tests with regeneration are obviously higher. This
is caused by the post-injected fuel, the combustion of the accumulated soot irs the
DPF, and the increase in fuel consumption caused by electronic accessories that are
switched on during regeneration. The CO2 emissions are even higher during the hot
test with regeneration. This is caused by the earlier start of the regeneration.

Table 14 Type approial values for the PSA 2 0 [iDi 79 kW engine

With Without We;ghted K
regeneration regeneration emission

resus

[gIkmj [gIkm [g/Fcml 1-)
Co 1268 0129 0148 1147
HG 0 073 0 024 0 025 1 034
NO 0852 039 0398 1,02
HC+NO, 0925 0414 0423 1021
PM 0011 0001 0001 1167

Note. DPF loading was accomplished ‘.sith 59 T3pe I operating cycles. Th mass inertia that ssa’u,,ed
fr these tests as hiicher than in the current tests.

From the results of the cold tests. the weighted emission results can be calculated, and
the corresponding K-factors. They are presented in Table 15.
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Table 15 Weighted emission results and K-factorsfor the cold Euro test
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Figure 48 shows that the vehicle complies with the Euro 3 limit values. The vehicle alsocomplies with the Euro 4 PM-limit. Note that the current vehicle is obliged to complywith Euro 3, and not Euro 4.

Peugeot 307 HDi 2.0 79 kW (Euro 3)
Weighted emission results on the NEOC compared to the Euro 3 and 4 emissIon limits

PM

Figure 48 - Weighed emission results ofthe Peugeot HDi compared to Euro 3 and 4 limIt values.

8.6.2 Online particleflow measurements

The online particle number as measured by the ELPI is an excellent tool to determinewhether regeneration has started or not. Detailed results of these measurements can befound in Annex B. From Figure B.l it can be seen that for the cold test withregeneration, no particles were observed during the first approximate 550 seconds, untilthe regeneration started. This coincided with the activation of some of the electronicaccessories, as mentioned earlier. It was suspected that the regeneration phase was notfinished after completion of one single NEDC. As prescribed by directive R83,

With Without Weighted K Euro 3 % of Euro 4 % of
regeneration regeneration emission limit Euro 3 limit Eura 4

results values limit values limit
[g/kml [glkm) [g/km3 [-] [g/km] [%] [g!km] 1%]CO 0.54 0.14 0 15 1.039 0.64 23 0.5 30

HC 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.996
NO 0.79 0.28 0.29 1.025 0.5 58 025 116
HC+NO 082 0.33 0.34 1.021 0.56 60 0.3 112
PM 0.282 0,001 0005 4 958 0.05 10 0.025 20
CO2 229.03 146,74 147.90 1.008
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consecutive NEDC cycles shall be driven if the regeneration requires more than one
operating cycle. When complete regeneration is achieved, the cycle shall be completed.

As mentioned earlier (see paragraph 8.6.1), during the UDC part of the tests with
regeneration, the cold test PM was much higher than the hot test PM. During the hot
test, the regeneration started after 300 seconds (see Figures 8.5 and 8.6), while for the
cold test it started much later, after 550 seconds. The high PM of the cold test, however.
is not caused by the cold start. From Figure 8.2 can be seen that at the end of the LJDC’
part high peaks occur in the heavier stages of the ELPI measurements, especially from
stage 6 (D 332 nm, see table 16 for declaration of ELPI stages). Unlike the first
stages. the higher stage numbers of the ELPI contribute significantly to the total
particulate mass.

Table 16 Midpoint particle diameters for the ELPlstages.

ELPI stage # D(nm)

8 1167

9 1855

10 2941

11 4914

During the tests without regeneration (see Figure B.3. B.4 and 8.7) the particle flow
as almost below detection limit for all stages. Some cold-start particles are observed
during the first 150 seconds (see Figure 8.3).

8. 63 Particle flow mea.curements andfiwl sulphur cottenf

Combining the high particulate mass, the yellowish colour of the filters and the results
from the particle flo measurements, it is concluded that the particles observed by the
ELPI are suiphurous particles. This is caused by the high fuel sulphur content that was
used during the loading phase of the DPF, leading to a high amount of sulphur
accumulated in the filter.

Furthermore, it should be mentioned that especially the smaller stages of the particle
size distribution measurement are prone to measurement artefact.s. Dilution ratio, tunnel
temperature and fuel sulphur content play au important role in this. Measurement
phenomena such as spontaneous condensation, and coagulation (particles sticking
together to form larger particles) may occur (see [5] for an explanation on these
phenomena). High load conditions can cause a momentary low dilution ratio in the
dilution tunnel. Especially when using high suiphurous fuel, this may lead to favourable
conditions for spontaneous condensation of sulphurous components. This will be seen
as sharp peaks in the smallest diameter range. If the concentration of these
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spontaneously formed particles is large, the collision probability of these particles ill
also be large, shich may lead to larger particles due to coagulation. Some effects will
therefore also be seen in higher ELPI stages.

The influence of high fuel sulphur content is also experienced in former measurements.
In [7j is mentioned that fuel sulphur contents below SO ppm are necessary to suppress
the phenomenon of sulphur formation on the oxidation catalyst, leading to particulate
matter emissions measured downstream the filter.

In the ACF.A programme on emissions of fine particles from passenger cars [9], a
Peugeot 607 FIDi, equipped with a DPF vas tested. In these tests fuel with a sulphur
content smaller than 10 ppm was used. Particles were counted during regeneration, both
with and without a thermodenuder’. The particles that were counted were almost all
volatile, and in the range of 2Onm.

8,7 Conclusions

• [)ue to the high sulphur content of the fuel that was used during the loading phase
of the DPF, a high amount of sulphur was accumulated in the DPF. During
regeneration, this was released. As a result the PM measurements were much
higher than what as expected from the Type Approval value for this vehicle. Also,
regeneration normally lasts shorter than experienced in the current tests. The results
obtained are therefore regarded as a worst case scenario. Nevertheless, when
calculating the weighted emission results according to Regulation 83, the vehicle
still complies with the Euro 3, with PM being only 10% of the limit value.

• The test procedure as prescribed by Regulation 83 is very time-consuming and
costly. Three emission tests need to he performed instead of one, and the loading
phase of the DPF takes up a lot of time, due to the required consecutive driving of
operating cycles. For future vehicles it is foreseen that the number of operating
cycles to load the DPF will increase. Without the possibility for disabling
regeneration, and without the co-operation of the vehicle manufacturer it is a very
difficult procedure to execute. Cost arid time consequences are huge in case of
setback during the measurements.

• It is not obvious how to properly assess the emissions of a vehicle equipped s%ith a
periodically regenerating device under real-orld circumstances, or on a cycle
different from the Type I operating cycle. Similar to Regulations 83, the obvious
method would be to load the DPF while driving consecutive real-world cycles.
I lowever, considering the various regeneration strategies that are stored in the
engine ECU. it is likely that if the alternative cycle contains circumstances that are
fasourable to start the regeneration earlier. following the R83 procedure would

ield an incorrect reflection of the real-world circumstances, It would he desirable
to have an adapted methodology for in-use compliance testing as well as for
assessing real-world emissions.

‘) A thrrnodenuder remoses the olatile material condensed onto the particles, and the parnces that are
completely volatile
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9 Particle emission characteristics of direct injected petrol
engines

9.1 Technology description

As described in chapter 2, emission measurements were performed on three vehiclesthat use petrol direct injection technology:
• Citroen C5 2.0 HPi
• Alfa Romeo 156 JTS
• Renault Laguna 2.0 16v IDE

The vehicles were all tested on the NEDC cold cycle, and on the CADC hot cycle.

‘lo investigate the allegedly increased particulate emission of this technology,measurements of particulate mass and number emission v’,ere performed. An ElectronicLow Pressure Impactor (ELP1), see also chapter 8, was used to monitor the particlenumber emission. Downstream the exhaust gas aftertreatment system a lambda sensorwas mounted in the exhaust gas flow, to monitor the switch between the differentcombustion modes that can occur. During the heterogeneous combustion mode, thevalue of the Lambda has no meaning as an absolute value, because areas with differentlambda values exist inside the combustion chamber.

The vehicle manufacturers use different approaches in the petrol direct injectiontechnology. Below a brief description is given:

1. Citroen C’S HPI
The Citroen CS HPI engine is a direct injected petrol engine, using stratifiedcharged combustion up to 3500 rpm. and above homogeneous combustion. Up to30% EGR is applied in the stratified charge mode. In the homogeneous mode, themixture is either stoichiometric or rich.
The exhaust gas aftertreatrnent system consists of an oxidation catalyst and a NOW,storage catalyst, that also functions as a three-way catalyst at . = I.

2..41f Romeo 156 2.OJ’TS
The Alfa Romeo 156 2 0 iTS uses stratified combustion up to 1500 rpm. Abovethis the engine operates in a homogeneous. stoichiometric combustion mode. Theengine is trimmed for performance rather than fuel economy.
The exhaust aftertreatment system consists of’ a three way catalyst, as thepredominant stoichiometric operation does not require the use of a NO. storagecatalyst.

3. Renault Laguna 2.0 161’IDE
‘[he Renault Laguna 2.0 16V IDE operates always in a homogeneous combustionmode. The exhaust aftertreatment system consists of a three-way catalyst. Theengine uses 3 preset EGR modes. Under light and moderate load conditions theEGR ratio may he up to 25%. The full load conditions use no FUR.
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9.2 Measurement results

9.2 1 Particle mass measurements

Particle mass vas measured separately for all the cycle parts. Table 17 shows the
measurement results of the particulate mass measurements for the three direct injected
petrol vehicles. In some cases large differences are observed between the urban and the
extra-urban results. In the next paragraph this ill be discussed in combination with the
results of the particle number measurements.

Table 1 7 PM measurement results qfthe three direct injected petrol cars [g’km].

Cycle Citroen CS HPi Alfa Romeo 156 iTS RenaWt Laguna

________________________

IDE
UDC 0.004 0.015 0.010
EUDC 0002 0.002 0.003
NEDC 0.003 0.007 0.006
CADC urban 0.003 0015 0.002
CADC rural 0.003 0 004 0.003
CADC motora’, 0.010 0014 0.007
C.4DC 0.007 0.010 0.005

9.2.2 Particle nzmther ,neasurements

9.2.2.1 Citroen C5 HPi

Detailed results from the particle number and lambda measurements can be found in
Annex C.

NEI)C
Figure C. I shows that the particle concentration is •during the entire test cycle
approximately on the same level, dominated by the smallest particles (midpoint
diameters are 27 and 39 nm for stages I and 2 respectively). Stages 6 to 11 have not
been included in this figure, since the emissions of the heavier particles as below the
detection limit.

The peaks observed in particle fios during the cold start were only slightly higher than
during the remainder of the cycle, especially for particles with a higher diameter (E1.P1
stage 4).

From the lambda signal (Figure C.2) it can be seen that the engine operates in
heterogeneous mode during the urban part of the cycle, except during accelerations. The
cold start enrichment lasts until just after the first time the speed of 50 km/h is reached,

ln the extra-urban cycle, during the acceleration front 70 to 100 km/h. the engine no
longer operates in the heterogeneous mode, but switches to the homogeneous
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stoichiometric mode, as can be seen from the lambda signal. At this point there is anoticeable drop in particle concentration. Particle peaks are again seen during the brief120 kin/h part. A throttle release coincides with an infinite lambda value, in the figurescut off at a lambda value equal to 3.

CADC

• CADC Urban
During the urban part, both the particle flow and lambda behave similarly to what isseen during the UDC (see Figures C.3 and C.4). From approximately 750 secondsonwards, no lean conditions are observed anymore. hut lambda remains equal to I(mostly), despite the fact that there is no obvious change in the cycle pattern. Alsothe particle flo is lower from this point on.

• UADC Rural
Figure C.5 shows that the particle flo during the rural part is lower than during theurban part, except at the steep acceleration in the end. Momentary changes to richconditions (lambda A = 0.8) are observed (Figure C,6), which coheres with the NO,storage system. In the “constant speed’ section, more about this is explained.

• CADC Motorway
Figure C.7 shows the results from the motorway part. High peaks are observed inparticle flow, for the first three stages of the ELPI. During the first part where thespeed exceeds 120 km/h, the mixture is rich (lambda A 0.8) for a longer period ofabout 300 seconds. After that, it is stoichiometric again until the end of the cycle(Figure C.8).

The rich condition arises to regenerate the NO, storage system. Sulphur builds upon the catalyst surface, and rich conditions are required to remove this.

Constant Speed tests
The constant speed tests were performed, while monitoring the lambda signal and theparticle flow. Figure 49 and 50 show the results.
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Figure 49 - Lambda signal and online particle flow as measured by the ELPI during various constant speed
tests (index 0.1 numbers in Table 18).

Table 18 Various constant speeds, engine speeds, gear position and lambda signal as
indicated in Figures 49 and 50.

I
150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600

Tim.

Speed Engine Gear Combustion Lambda
speed

[km/h] [rpm] [-]
1 30 2000 2 Stratified Lean
2 50 3400 2 Stratified Lean
3 60 4000 2 Homogeneous Stoichiometric
4 60 2700 3 Stratified Lean
5 60 2000 4 Stratified Lean
6 80 2600 4 Stratified Lean
7 100 3500 4 Homogeneous Stoichiometric
8 120-100 3500-2900 5 Homogeneous Rich
9 140 4000 5 Homogeneous Rich
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Figure 50- Lambda signal and online particle flow as measured by the ELPJ (index ofnumbers in Thblel8).

The measurement observations show that the combustion becomes homogeneous in thefollowing conditions
• During accelerations, when excess engine power is required
• When the engine speed exceeds 3500 rpm.
• During heterogeneous (stratified) combustion the mixture switches periodically tohomogeneous (stoichiometric) conditions for a short time. The interval isapproximately 15 to 20 seconds.

From Figure 49 can be seen that there is a sudden decrease in particle flow when themixture becomes homogeneous (stoichiometric).

It was also observed that the mixture can become rich during longer periods of time.These conditions occur when the NO storage catalyst needs to be disposed of sulphurdeposits. High load conditions are favourable for this.

Figure 50 shows the influence of rich conditions on the particle flow. The first area withrich conditions (8) shows a relatively low particle count, while in the second area (9)the particle concentration increases until throttle release. It is likely that the particles areformed by the release of sulphur from the NO storage catalyst. The first attempt inFigure 50 may not have been long enough to release any sulphur.

Conclusions for the Citroen CS HPI

• Heterogeneous, lean combustion is only observed in the Eurotest cycle and in caseof real-world driving only in urban conditions. During lean combustion in stableoperating conditions, the mixture becomes periodically stoichiometric,

I
o cco.co

OCO 700 000 000 1000 ¶C0 1200
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approximately each 15 to 20 seconds, to reduce the NO that is stored on the
catalyst.

• During heterogeneous, lean combustion conditions, more particles are observed.
This accounts especially for the first three stages of the ELPI.

• In rural and motoray situations the mixture is homogeneous, and mostly
stoichiometric.

• During high load operating conditions, the (homogeneous) mixture can also
become rich temporarily. This is to clean the NO storage catalyst of sulphur
deposits.

9.22.2 .41/a Romeo 156 2.0 JIS

Detailed results from the particle number and lambda measurements for this ‘ehic1e can
he found in Annex D.

NEDC Unc’
Figure D. 1 shows that the particle concentration is approximately on the same level
during the entire 1JDC, and is dominated by second and third stage of the ELPI (particle
diameters between 3 I and 50 nm for the second stage and 50 and 98 nm for the third
stage). Particle peaks are mainly ohsered during idle, when the engine runs in stratified
combustion mode.

As mentioned earlier, below 1500 rpm the engine switches to the stratified combustion
mode, This can be seen from the lambda trace (Figure D.2), showing high values during
idle. Note that the lambda is in this case the overall lambda of the mixture. While not
idling, the mixture is still lean hut closer to stoichiornetric.

NEDC - EUDC
During the EUDC the particle concentration is considerably lower than during the
IJDC. During accelerations, some particles are obsened, albeit significantly lower than
during the IJDC. ‘I he lambda trace shows that these emissions coincide vith a ss itch to
stoichiometric instead of lean combustion.

The PM as measured during the urban part of the Eurotest cycle is higher than during
the extra-urban part (0.015 and 0.002 g/km respectively). The particle flo as measured
by the ELPI confirms this. The higher ELPI stages contribute more in PM than the
loser stages. High peaks as observed during the UDC in the fourth stage are absent
during the EUDC. This explains the large difference beteen their respective PM
values.

CADC
During the CADC cycle, large differences in particle flov and PM ere observed for
the three cycle parts.
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• CADC Urban
For the urban part of the CADC, peaks were observed that were similar inmagnitude as for the UDC. The lambda trace is indicative for where the engineswitches from heterogeneous (stratified) to homogeneous mode, Similar to theUDC, the particle peaks coincide with the stratified mode.

• CADC Rural
During the rural part of the CADC, the particle flow was very low, except for alarge peak in the first ELPI stage (particles from 24 to 31 nm), coinciding with thepart where the highest cycle speed occurs.

• CADC Motorway
During the motorway cycle the particle concentration builds up, especially forparticles in the nano-size range. It is plausible that for this high load condition,sulphur that has been accumulated on the surface of the catalyst is released, andforms droplets.

Constant speed
The particle flow was measured during constant speed driving, at various speeds. Figure51 shows the results of the first three ELPI stages. At all speeds particles were aroundthe detection limit. Only during idling, when the combustion is stratified, some particlesare observed.

Constant speed tests
Alfa Romeo 2.0 JTS
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Figure 51 - Particle flow during constant speed driving, for the 4lfa Romeo 156.175’.
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Conclusions for the Alfa Romeo 156 JTS

• The engine of the Alfa Romeo 156 2.0 JTS switches from heterogeneous (stratified)
to homogeneous combustion at an engine speed of 1500 rpm. During stratified
combustion more particles are observed than during homogeneous combustion.

• Low and moderate load conditions are typical for urban driving conditions.
Therefore, in urban conditions the engine of the Alfa Romeo 156 2.0 iTS is
frequently in the stratified combustion mode. As a consequence, relatively many
particles are emitted, and the PM values are higher than under extra-urban
conditions.

9.2.2.3 Renault Laguna 2.0 iDE

For this vehicle, detailed results from the particle number arid ]ambda measurements
can be found in Annex 13.

NEDC
Figure 13.1 shows the results of the particle flow measurements of the first four ELPI
stages, during the cold Eurotest. The flow is dominated by the second ELPI stage
(particles in the size range from 31 to 50 nm). Due to the cold start, during the first
elementary urban cycLe the peaks are slightly higher compared to the rest of the UDC.

1 he lambda trace in Figure E.2 shos that the mixture is lean during constant speed
driving and modest accelerations. During higher power demands, as in the F.UDC. the
mixture becomes stoichiometrie.. During idling, the mixture becomes ver lean
Figure E.2 values are cut off at lambda 3). This may be due to the high EUR ratio
during low load conditions.

CADC

• (‘A DC.’ Urban and rural
During the urban and rural part of the CADC. the particle flow is on a comparable
level as during the UDQ (see Figures E.3 and 13.5). The lambda trace (Figure 13.4
and 13.6) shows that the mixture becomes stoichiometric during higher poer
demands, as already observed during the EUDC.
During the steep acceleration in the rural part of the CADC, the lambda trace shows
that the mixture becomes stoichiometric for a longer period of time. This coincides
with some large peaks in particle emissions.
In the rural part of the cycle, on very fe occasions a small jump to rich conditions
is observed. Hoever, this does not coincide with high load conditions. It is not
clear shether this is an intentional lambda-excursion or not.

• CADC Moiorwav
During the motorssa part of the QADC, the particle fio is again dominated by the
second Et..P1 stage, as shosn in Figure 13.7. Unlike the other cycle parts. there are
also more particles observed in the higher ELPI stages. This is confirmed by the
larger PM a!ue for the motorway compared to the urban and rural part (PM
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0.007 g/km for the motorway, and 0.002 and 0.003 g!km for the urban and the rural
part respectively).
The lambda trace (Figure E.8) shovs that lean conditions hardly occur any more,
due to the high toad conditions in the CADC motorway.

Conclusions for the Renault Laguna

• The Renault Laguna IDE has a homogeneous gasoline direct injected engine.
• During all test cycles, the particle flow is dominated by particles in the range of3l

to 50 nm.
• More particles are produced during high poser demands, when the mixture

becomes stoichiometric. instead of lean.
• During idle, the mixture becomes extremely lean, which may be caused by the high

EGR ratio.

9.3 Comparison of DI petrol engines with modern diesel and petrol engines

From the online particle flow as measured during the NFDC, a particle size distribution
can be constructed, yielding the number of particles per km for each ELPI stage.
In recent in’estigations at ‘TNO. direct injected diesel passenger cars and multi-point
indirect injected petrol cars were also measured using the same measurement set-up.
The results of three vehicles that were comparable to the ones in the current
investigation are averaged, for diesel Dl and petrol 1DI respectively. Also, the results of
the three vehicles that are measured in the current investigation are a\eraged. Figure 50
shows the results. As can be seen, the direct injected petrol engines cmii more particles
than the conventional indirect injected petrol vehicles, but not as mam as the direct
injected diesel vehicles.
From Figure 52 can he seen that on the NEDC direct injected petrol engines emit
approximately 10% of the particle number per km of direct injected diesel vehicles.
Indirect injected petrol engines again emit approximately 10% of the particle number
per km of direct injected petrol sehicles.
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ELPI particle SIze distribution
NEDC

Diesel, Direct Injected Petrol and indirect injected Petrol
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Figure 52 - Particle size distribution during the NEDC.

9.3.1 Overall conclusions

• A wide variety in direct injected gasoline engine strategies exists. Basically there is
heterogeneous, stratified (lean) combustion, and homogeneous lean or stoichio
metric combustion. Heterogeneous combustion is often only applied at lower and
moderate power demands. At higher power demands, the engine switches to
homogeneous combustion. Under high load conditions the mixture can also become
rich.

• Generally, during heterogeneous combustion, more particles are observed than
during homogeneous combustion under moderate load conditions. These are mainly
particles in the range from 31 to 50 nm. The heterogeneous combustion mode
occurs at low load conditions, for instance in urban situations. Particles in this size
range do not contribute significantly in mass, therefore this effect is only observed
with online particle measurements, such as with an ELPI.

• During high load situations, all technologies operate in the homogeneous mode,
either stoichiometric or rich. In this case high particle counts are seen, in the range
from 24 to 100 nm. This may be caused by the release of sulphur deposits on the
catalyst surface, being released at high temperature.

• Direct injected petrol engines emit higher particle numbers than indirect injected
petrol engines, but not as high as direct injected diesel engines. On the NEDC,
direct injected petrol engines emit approximately 10% of the particle number per
km of direct injected diesel vehicles. Indirect injected petrol engines again emit
approximately 10% of the particle number per km of direct injected petrol vehicles.

• In the current investigation three different technologies were measured, amongst
which one homogeneous and two heterogeneous stratified combustion engines, of
which one with a NO0 storage catalyst. Only one vehicle was measured for each
technology. The observed effects may therefore be vehicle specific to some extent,
and conclusions regarding particulate emissions and the applied technology should
be handled with caution.
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10 Additional work

Apart from the work described in this report, several other topics were carried out in2003 in the context of the In-Use Compliance Programme.

10.1 Taakgroep \‘erkeer en Vervoer

Just like previous years. in 2003 INO Automotive participated in the “faakgroepVerkeer & Vervoer”, in sshich also the Dutch Institute for Public Health andEnvironment (RIVM) and the Dutch Statistics Institute (CBS) participate. The goal ofthis workgroup is gathering emission data on transport for the annual Dutch emissioninventory. TNO Automotive delivers emission data for passenger cars, light dot vansand heav duty vehicles. These data are derived front the emission results gathered inthe In-Use Compliance programme.
Apart from its basic task, the workgroup also acts as a discussion forum for any topic on(transport) emissions.

10.2 I)ACH+NL

Germany, Austria and Switzerland also run In-Use Compliance programmes. In order tobe able to exchange ideas and results betecn those countries and to increase theinternational harmonisation of emission fhctors. a discussion tbrum as set up in 1998.In 1999 the Netherlands also became a member of the group, that meets two or threetimes annually. In 2003 Sseden participated in one meeting as well.

10.3 Artemis

tinlike previous years, in 2003 the work Ltncler the 5th framework project Artemisunfortunately has come to a halt due to circumstances that are outside the scope of thisreport. Early 2004 the difficulties have been resolved and the participating instituteshave resumed their ork. The results from Arternis, being harmonised and integratedemission models for all transport modes are expected now for earl) 2005.
The work of TNO Automotive in Work Package 300 (on passenger cars) and WorkPackage 500 (on motorcycles) is co-financed by the Dutch Ministry of Housing. SpatialPlanning and the Environment as part of the contract thr the In-Use Complianceprogramme
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A Emissions and Congestion: detailed results
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B Online particle count measurements of the Peugeot
307 HD1 with DPF
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Online particle count measurements of the Peugeot 307 HDI with DPF
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Figure 8. 1: Online particle count as measured by the ELPI during regeneration (cold start). stages 1 to 5
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C Online particle number and lambda measurements
for the Citroen C5 ilPi
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Online particle number and lambda measurements for the Citroen C5 UPI
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Figure C. 7: Particle number during the CADC Motorway cycle ofthe Cirroen CS HPi
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D Online Particle number and lambda measurements
for the Alfa Romeo 156 JTS
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Online particle number and lambda measurements for the Alfa Romeo 156 JTS
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CADC Urban
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Figure D.3: Particle number during the CADC urbanfor the Alfa Romeo 156 2.0 JTS
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E Online particle number and lambda measurements
for the Renault Laguna IDE
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Online particle number and lambda measurements for the Renault Laguna IDE
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